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PAD 705 Handout: Panel Data 
 
Introduction 
 
So far, we have primarily focused on analyzing data without looking carefully at the structure of the data 
itself. There are three types of data that are generally available: cross-sectional, time-series, and panel. 
Cross-sectional data is created by collecting data on many similar “observational units” (i.e., people, 
organizations, countries – whatever it is we wish to study) at one period in time. Most of the examples we 
have studied so far rely on cross-sectional data. For instance, the data set gender.dta contains 
information on 950 individuals; that data was collected once. We do not have data from the same set of 
individuals at a later date. 
 
Time-series data is created by collecting data at regular intervals from the same observational unit. 
Common examples are data on GNP or the stock market. In time-series data sets each row of data 
represents a difference time period rather than a different observational unit. Thus a dataset on U.S. GNP 
would have one row of data on GNP and other variables for 1920; another row for data from 1921, etc. 
The length of time between data collections will depend on the phenomenon studied and questions asked 
about that phenomenon. A stock market study may focus on yearly, monthly, weekly, or daily 
observations. 
 
Panel data is a hybrid. Panel data is created by collecting data on multiple observational units at more 
than one point in time. Panel data is also called pooled data, “micropanel” data, longitudinal data, event 
history data, or cohort data. If we studied GNP in 100 countries over the period 1950 – 2000, the data set 
would contain multiple countries, and each country would be represented by multiple observations – one 
for each year. 
 
Panel data comes in at least two flavors: re-survey and repeated cross-section. Resurvey data is created by 
collecting data from exactly the same individuals, organizations, countries, etc. For instance, the 
Department of Education’s High School and Beyond Survey identified 8,000 high school students who 
were graduating in 1980 and then re-surveyed them every two years as they moved into higher education 
and the workforce. Repeated cross-sectional data is created by collecting data from statistically similar 
individuals – but not exactly the same person each time. By statistically similar, I mean that the 
observational units are chosen by similar procedures each time and that the data is checked to make sure 
the average characteristics of the observational units are consist across all data collection. The U.S. 
Census Bureau runs several repeated cross-section panel studies, including the Current Population Survey 
and the decennial U.S. Census itself. 
 
The number of re-surveys or repeated cross-sections included in a data set will vary. The High School and 
Beyond Survey re-surveys every two years, so there are currently 11 re-surveys in the data set. However, a 
panel data set my have as few as two data collections. For instance, we will look more closely at the data 
on rent and income from Problem Set #2, which has only two periods – before and after. (The rent data 
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set came from a so-called “social experiment” which had treatment and control groups and before and 
after periods.) 
 
Data providers like the Census Bureau make panel data available in several forms. For larger studies, data 
is often structured as separate tables, where each table has data from one re-survey. For High School and 
Beyond, there are 11 tables. The Department of Education uses an “ID number” in each table to keep 
track of which row represents which individual. Stata has built-in commands to help you “extract” and 
“concatenate” data from across the tables. Smaller data sets are often structured as a single data table with 
two indices. One – an ID number or unit number – is used to indicate what observational unit the row is 
for. The second index indicates which re-survey or which time period the row of data comes from. 
Together, the unit and time indices identify a unique observation. 
 
Technical Issues with Panel Data 
 
There are two basic issues with using panel data, one of which we will deal with here and one which must 
be dealt with using techniques taught in higher level courses. The issue we will skip is attrition. Attrition 
occurs in panel data structured as re-surveys of the same observational units. In the High School and 
Beyond Survey about 10% of the original students have disappeared or died, so there is only data on a 
subset of the original sample across all 11 data collections. Attrition is a very serious issue, because it 
may bias outcomes. The original High School and Beyond sample was randomly selected so that 
regression techniques will generate unbiased population estimates. However, if the students who refuse to 
participate are similar in some systematic way, then the sample will no longer be a truly random selection 
of the population. For instance, panel studies of income are supposed to include the poor and homeless, 
yet these people are very hard to keep track of, so many panel studies of income are biased due to attrition 
of low-income people. To solve this problem, one must use relatively high-tech maximum likelihood 
techniques which will not be covered in this course. 
 
The second issue is how to cope with the fact that we have both multiple observations on the same unit 
and multiple units surveyed in the same time period. It may be that our regression findings are affected 
inordinately by a given period of time or a given observational unit. For instance, if we studied how trade 
affects GDP in multiple countries between 1950 and 2000, we might need to figure out how to cope with 
the fact that there were three “oil shocks” – in 1973, 1979, and 1990-91 – during that period of time. In 
those years, the relationship between trade and GDP may be affected by these “unusual” events. In other 
words, it might be necessary to control for these “time-specific” events. Similarly, the U.S. is a rather 
atypical country – the dollar is used as the “central” currency for trade all over the world, it has a large 
military, etc. We may need to control for “country-specific” effects as well if we want to find the “pure” 
relationship between trade and GNP. 
 
Unless we control for both “unit-specific” and “time-specific” effects we may have omitted variable bias 
(OVB). Oil shocks are likely to affect both GDP and trade, and thus the occurrence of an oil shock is 
likely to be correlated with GDP and with trade. As we found before, leaving out a variable correlated 
with the dependent variable and an included independent variable will lead to biased estimates of the 
included independent’s coefficient. In fact, there are probably time-specific effects in every year. 
Similarly, GDP and trade are likely to vary systematically by country. For instance, a country’s natural 
resource endowment is likely to be correlated with GDP and the amount of trade in every year, so we 
need to control for this in order to avoid OVB with respect to the coefficient on trade. 
 
If we believe there are time-specific and unit-specific effects, there are three ways that these effects may 
express themselves and three ways we may control for them: 
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1. The time-specific effects may be fixed across all units and unit-specific effects may be fixed 
across all times. This is the so-called “fixed effects model” (FEM). The fixed effects model 
controls for time-specific effects by introducing a dummy variable for every year but one (the 
“base case” year) and a dummy variable for every unit but one (the “base case” unit). 

 
Notice that these assumptions may or may be not realistic. For instance, the oil shock in 1973 
may have affected industrialized countries far more than developing countries. However, analysts 
often use the FEM assumption because it is easier to implement. 

 
2. Time-specific effects may change the slope of other explanatory variables (like trade) in each 

year; unit-specific effects may change the slope of other explanatory variables (like trade) for 
each unit. This is sometimes called the “interactive effects model” (IEM). The interactive effects 
model controls for time-specific effects by interacting each explanatory variable with (1) a 
dummy variable for all time periods (except one) and (2) a dummy variable for all units (except 
one). This model tries to control for time-specific and unit-specific effects more comprehensively, 
but it also uses up many degrees of freedom in the process. 

 
3. Time-specific and unit-specific effects may have both “fixed” effects and “interactive” effects. In 

this case, one would include dummies for each time period and each unit (leaving out a base case 
for both) and interactive variables for each explanatory variable (leaving out a base case in each 
instance). This approach will comprehensively purge the regression of time-specific and unit-
specific effects, but it requires an enormous number of observations even to be possible. For 
instance, if we had 100 countries and 50 time periods in our study of trade and GDP, with “trade” 
as the only independent, this model would have 297 variables (plus the constant) -  and thus 
require at least 300 – 500 observations to be possible and useful. Each additional explanatory 
variable would add 149 variables to the regression; a model with 10 explanatory variables would 
have 1,787 variables in the regression equation and require 2,000 – 3,000 observations to be 
possible. 

 
Because IEMs and mixed FEM/IEM models use so many degrees of freedom, analysts often settle for the 
fixed effects model. Below is an example of the fixed effects model using data from the same “master” 
data set from which rent.dta was extracted. In this data set, each unit has a “before” and “after” 
observation. “Period” is coded 1 for the before observation and 0 for the after observation. 
 

 unit perio
d 

rent age calcpa
y 

famsiz femh grou
p 

hed inc move
d 

phoeni
x 

race 

1 1 1 100 0 10 4 1 24 10 3588 0 0 1 
2 1 0 118 0 10 4 1 24 10 4830 0 0 1 
3 2 1 127 0 10 5 1 25 8 5266 0 0 0 
4 2 0 117 0 10 7 1 25 8 7218 0 0 0 
5 3 1 100 0 50 3 1 9 10 2993 0 0 1 
6 3 0 141 0 50 3 1 9 10 3360 0 0 1 
7 4 1 84 0 10 2 0 25 12 4795 0 0 1 
8 4 0 80 0 10 1 0 25 12 2580 0 0 1 

 
Because we only have two times, period is already coded as a dummy variable. However, unit is not. 
In the old days, we would have to create a dummy variable for each unit in this data set. There are 1,304 
unique units in this data set! However, Stata comes to the rescue here. Using the “xtreg” command and 
the “i” option, you can tell Stata to generate the full set of unit dummy variables in temporary memory. 
Before we do that, let’s run a regression that has no controls for time-specific or unit-specific effects. 
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. reg  rent age famsiz femh hed inc phoenix 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    2542 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  6,  2535) =  121.31 
       Model |  1193051.07     6  198841.844           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  4155068.90  2535  1639.08043           R-squared     =  0.2231 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2212 
       Total |  5348119.97  2541  2104.73041           Root MSE      =  40.486 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        rent |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |  -8.226808   2.351909    -3.50   0.000    -12.83867    -3.61495 
      famsiz |   3.439875   .5317339     6.47   0.000     2.397198    4.482552 
        femh |    7.86874   1.759079     4.47   0.000     4.419362    11.31812 
         hed |   3.372139    .288075    11.71   0.000     2.807253    3.937026 
         inc |   .0044106   .0003931    11.22   0.000     .0036398    .0051814 
     phoenix |   21.11553   1.644079    12.84   0.000     17.89165     24.3394 
       _cons |   44.49993   4.431609    10.04   0.000     35.80999    53.18987 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Now, lets control for time-specific effects alone. 
 
. reg  rent age famsiz femh hed inc phoenix  period 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    2542 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  7,  2534) =  114.33 
       Model |  1283670.99     7   183381.57           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  4064448.98  2534  1603.96566           R-squared     =  0.2400 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2379 
       Total |  5348119.97  2541  2104.73041           Root MSE      =   40.05 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        rent |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |  -8.347135   2.326634    -3.59   0.000    -12.90943   -3.784837 
      famsiz |   3.649832   .5267484     6.93   0.000     2.616931    4.682733 
        femh |   6.602965   1.748263     3.78   0.000     3.174795    10.03114 
         hed |   3.480651   .2853379    12.20   0.000     2.921131     4.04017 
         inc |   .0038259   .0003966     9.65   0.000     .0030482    .0046035 
     phoenix |   20.96499   1.626496    12.89   0.000      17.7756    24.15439 
      period |  -12.18523   1.621135    -7.52   0.000    -15.36411    -9.00634 
       _cons |   52.30242   4.505105    11.61   0.000     43.46836    61.13648 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Note first that the period dummy is statistically significant, a sign that there is correlation between rent 
and period, which is one of the pre-requisites for OVB. Note also that some coefficients have changed in 
size. The coefficient on femh is about 16% smaller; the coefficient on famsiz is about 6% larger. Now 
we will control for both time-specific and unit-specific effects using xtreg. The xtreg command is 
similar to reg. However, it is designed to correct for panel data effects. There are several corrections one 
might use. So far, we are only using fixed effects corrections, so we will use the “fe” option – as well as 
the “i” option to tell Stata to make temporary dummies for each unit. 
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. xtreg  rent age famsiz femh hed inc phoenix  period, fe i(unit) 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =      2542 
Group variable (i) : unit                       Number of groups   =      1284 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1622                         Obs per group: min =         1 
       between = 0.1227                                        avg =       2.0 
       overall = 0.1301                                        max =         2 
 
                                                F(6,1252)          =     40.41 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1523                        Prob > F           =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        rent |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |  -5.050003   9.773189    -0.52   0.605    -24.22364    14.12363 
      famsiz |   9.990897   1.311856     7.62   0.000     7.417219    12.56458 
        femh |   6.298448   4.287723     1.47   0.142    -2.113466    14.71036 
         hed |   3.133047   1.286112     2.44   0.015     .6098743     5.65622 
         inc |  -.0008445   .0005386    -1.57   0.117    -.0019011    .0002121 
     phoenix |  (dropped) 
      period |  -16.06881   1.225277   -13.11   0.000    -18.47263   -13.66499 
       _cons |   67.12042   14.63747     4.59   0.000     38.40376    95.83709 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     sigma_u |   38.45105 
     sigma_e |  28.313769 
         rho |  .64841412   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(1283, 1252) =     2.98          Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
Notice one thing immediately: the phoenix coefficient was dropped by Stata. Why? Because including 
the unit identifier created perfect collinearity with phoenix. Remember, perfect collinearity comes into 
being if one variable is linearly related to one or more other variables. It appears that some subset of the 
unit dummies sums to phoenix. More importantly, notice how drastically some coefficients have 
changed. The inc, femh, and age coefficients are no longer statistically significant! The famsiz 
coefficient is 2.5 times larger than before! Only hed is nearly unaffected. As you can see, controlling for 
time-specific and unit-specific effects is absolutely critical. The last regression seems to indicate the 
income has very little impact on rent; only family size seems to matter.  
 
 
Thinking About Time-specific and Unit-specific Effects Another Way: The Random Effects/Error 
Components Model (ECM) 
 
On page 647 of his textbook, Gujarati (2000) reproduces a justly famous quotation from Kmenta about 
fixed effects regressions: 
 

An obvious question in connection with the [fixed effects] model is whether the inclusion of the dummy 
variables – and the consequent loss of number of degrees of freedom – is really necessary. The reasoning 
underlying the [fixed effects] model is that in specifying the regression model we have failed to include 
relevant explanatory variables that do not change over time (and possible others that do change over time 
but have the same value for all cross-sectional unit), and that the inclusion of dummy variables is a coverup 
of our ignorance.  
 

In essence, using a fixed effects models says that we don’t really know what it is about a year or a unit 
that may cause omitted variable bias, so we include a dummy to try to prevent the bias that may exist but 
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that we don’t really understand. Rather than blindly attempting to control for unit-specific and time-
specific effects with dummy variables, we could “embrace” our ignorance by assuming that unit-specific 
and time-specific effects are actually random processes. In other words, we change some of the 
assumptions about our error term. What this implies is that the constant, β0, is not actually a constant, but 
the result of a random variable with a mean of β0 across all units. For any particular unit, the intercept will 
be modeled as β0 + εi + uit, where εi is the unit-specific random component and uit is the time-specific 
random component. This is the so-called Error Component Model (ECM) of panel data.  
 
It turns out that this leads to having an error term that contains two separate random processes – for unit-
specific and time-specific effects. We won’t dwell on the math here; suffice it to say that one may do 
regressions on this special type of error term using what is termed Generalized Least Squares (GLS). The 
results have the same unbiased and efficient characteristics as regular Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), 
under the right conditions. Taking on faith that Stata knows what to do, here is the regression of our rent 
data using a random effects model: 
 
. xtreg  rent age famsiz femh hed inc phoenix period, re i(unit) 
 
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2542 
Group variable (i) : unit                       Number of groups   =      1284 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1346                         Obs per group: min =         1 
       between = 0.2623                                        avg =       2.0 
       overall = 0.2350                                        max =         2 
 
Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(7)       =    650.04 
corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        rent |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |  -7.140211   2.728063    -2.62   0.009    -12.48712   -1.793306 
      famsiz |   4.690864   .5956734     7.87   0.000     3.523366    5.858363 
        femh |   5.043254    1.96884     2.56   0.010     1.184399    8.902109 
         hed |   3.851876   .3357956    11.47   0.000     3.193729    4.510024 
         inc |   .0022493   .0003925     5.73   0.000     .0014799    .0030186 
     phoenix |   20.76874   1.988806    10.44   0.000     16.87075    24.66672 
      period |  -13.47605   1.185615   -11.37   0.000    -15.79981   -11.15229 
       _cons |   53.71554   5.158694    10.41   0.000     43.60469    63.82639 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  27.845887 
     sigma_e |  28.313769 
         rho |  .49166929   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Notice that the regression findings from a random effects model are much closer to our original findings 
from controlling only for time-specific effects. All the explanatory variables are statistically signficant. 
Also, phoenix  can be included in this regression because of the way that unit-specific effects are 
modeled. Using this technique, the coefficient on famsiz is larger than that found controlling only for 
time-specific effects, but not as large as the full FEM model. 
 
Which approach is better? Gujarati (2000) on page 650-651 offers a concise review of current thinking on 
this question. This question has spawned almost theological debates. However, I go with what my mentor, 
David Wise, once told me: “I’ll trade the loss of efficiency in FEM for a lower chance of bias any day.” 
In other words, if your data set is large enough, FEM is almost always preferrable because it is less likely 
to lead to bias. Following this line of reasoning, Jerry Hausman (one of Wise’s long-term collaborators) 
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devised a test to see if the results from FEM and ECM are systematically different from one another. If 
there are systematic differences between the coefficients found using FEM and ECM, it is better to use 
FEM. 
 
The test is run in steps (I’ve left out Phoenix in this example since Stata will drop it in the fixed effects 
model). 
 

1. Run the fixed effects regression. In this case, use this model: 
 

xtreg rent age famsiz femh hed inc period, fe i(unit) 
 

2. Run this post-regression command to store the estimated coefficients 
 

est store fixed 
 

3. The run the random effects regression. In this case, use this model: 
 

xtreg rent age famsiz femh hed inc period, re i(unit) 
 

4. Use this command to execute the Hausman test: 
 

hausman fixed . 
 

The period references the stored coefficents for the most recent regression. 
 
Here are the test results from: 
 
 
. hausman fixed . 
 
Note: the rank of the differenced variance matrix (5) does not equal the number of 
coefficients being tested (6); be sure this is what you expect, or there may be 
problems computing the test.  Examine the output of your estimators for anything 
unexpected and possibly consider scaling your variables so that the coefficients are 
on a similar scale. 
 
                 ---- Coefficients ---- 
             |      (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B)) 
             |     fixed          .          Difference          S.E. 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |   -5.050003    -6.898337        1.848334        9.354296 
      famsiz |    9.990897     4.984728        5.006169        1.158745 
        femh |    6.298448     3.443761        2.854688        3.777873 
         hed |    3.133047      3.47936       -.3463127        1.238587 
         inc |   -.0008445     .0019567       -.0028012        .0003611 
      period |   -16.06881    -13.77731       -2.291496        .3105868 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg 
            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg 
 
    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic 
 
                  chi2(5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) 
                          =      103.50 
                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000 
                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite) 
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The null hypothesis – that there is no systematic difference in the FEM and ECM coefficient estimates –is 
soundly rejected here: the χ2 is 103.50 and p value is 0.000. The Hausman test suggests that the FEM 
model is preferable. However, note that the test complained of two things. First, the “Note”: This cryptic 
warning was actually an indication that the scale of at least one of the coefficients was incompatible with 
running this test. Here, the coefficient on inc is too small compared to the others. However, remember 
homework #1: you may scale a coefficient up by dividing all values by a constant or scale it down by 
multiplying by a contant. Here, I will divide inc by 1000 to get a coefficient on a similar scale. The new 
variable is incD1000: 
 
. hausman fixed . 
 
                 ---- Coefficients ---- 
             |      (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B)) 
             |     fixed          .          Difference          S.E. 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |   -5.050003    -6.898337        1.848334        9.354296 
      famsiz |    9.990897     4.984728        5.006169        1.158745 
        femh |    6.298449     3.443761        2.854688        3.777873 
         hed |    3.133047      3.47936       -.3463127        1.238587 
    incD1000 |   -.8444958      1.95669       -2.801186         .361056 
      period |   -16.06881    -13.77731       -2.291496        .3105868 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg 
            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg 
 
    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic 
 
                  chi2(6) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) 
                          =       68.86 
                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000 
                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite) 
 
The second complaint is at the very bottom: (V_b-V_B is not positive definite). What the 
@#$#@$ does that mean? Well, it is Stata’s way of telling you that the process by which it found the 
Hausman statistic may not have resulted in the best possible value (in this case, the function it was 
minimizing may not have a global minimum) and thus you may not be able to trust the results. It turns out 
that period is causing problems in this regression. If we run a third Hausman test we find: 
 
. hausman fixed . 
 
                 ---- Coefficients ---- 
             |      (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B)) 
             |     fixed          .          Difference          S.E. 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
         age |    4.447525    -6.812701        11.26023        9.996565 
      famsiz |    8.108475     4.366052        3.742423        1.245212 
        femh |    16.30051     6.388919        9.911593        4.015918 
         hed |    3.552041     3.227319        .3247221         1.32633 
    incD1000 |    1.712231     3.322346       -1.610114        .3599752 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg 
            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg 
 
    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic 
 
                  chi2(5) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) 
                          =       31.64 
                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000 
 
This test is in pretty good shape. All three versions of the Hausman test suggest that there are signficant 
differences in the estimated coefficients in the random effects and fixed effects models. (See the Stata 
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manuals for information on a more general test that is built into Stata – suest.) My bias would be 
toward using FEM in this case to avoid the chance of bias. 
 
 
Regardless of the test findings, choice of FEM or ECM is never straightforward, and becomes harder still 
when the number of observations are small. Nevertheless, panel data offers a powerful way to improve 
the quality and validity of findings in many research settings. 


